
Swimming Pool and Spa Association 
2020 Awards for Excellence Results



The annual Swimming Pool and Spa Association (SPASA) Awards for 
Excellence offers the Aquatic Industry an opportunity to showcase our 
work to peers and clients, gaining recognition for outstanding projects, 
workmanship and customer service at both State and National levels 

“The SPASA Awards of Excellence are the swimming pool and spa industry’s 
most prestigious awards, attracting entries from every region in Australia 
and showcasing achievements in construction, design, manufacturing, 
supply, products, retail and service.

The annual awards acknowledge the best, boldest and most creative in the 
swimming pool and spa industry. Regional winners from across the country 
compete for Australia’s top prize of national winner in each category: the 
ultimate recognition as leaders in their field.”

Lindsay McGrath
CEO, SPASA Australia



West Franklin Apartments  
Category 24:  Lap Pool Concrete  
Result:  Highly Commended - South Australia 

Perched on level 7 of the West Franklin Residential development 
in Adelaide’s CBD sits the city’s first sky pool with underwater 
windows allowing for sweeping views over the western parkland’s 
towards the coast. The lap pools turquoise mosaic tiles are a 
breathtaking contrast to the edgy urban architectural design of 
the building. 
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Boandik Lodge Hydrotherapy Pool  
Category 33:  Commercial Pool over $250,000 
Result:  Highly Commended - South Australia 

The Boandik Community Wellness Center’s new hydrotherapy pool 
allows therapeutic treatment for the Limestone Coast’s residents 
for diseases and conditions such as arthritis, musculoskeletal 
injuries, insomnia and pain management. The fully tiled pool 
features ramp and fabulously warm waters that support the aged 
care and general health of the community.
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West Beach Parks ‘Aquacove’  
Category 33:  Commercial Pool over $250,000 
Result:  Gold Winner - South Australia & Highly    
  Commended - National
  Commercial Project of the Year - South Australia 
   
Aquacove at West Beach Parks Resort is a multi-purpose recre-
ational facility designed to offer guests a luxurious and enjoyable 
area to relax. Aquacove’s pool is a unique shape and is bursting 
with inclusions such as dual water slides, shallow seated area and 
designated swimming lane.
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Alan Coulter Recreation Centre  
Category 35:  Commercial Renovation 
Result:  Gold Winner - South Australia  
  Gold Winner - National 

Accessibility and safety was the focus of this renovation. 
Transforming a spa section to integrate new access stairs ensures 
more members of the community can access the pool. The new 
commercial-grade liner and coping/concourse provide the pool 
with an updated look and complete the vital rejuvenation works.
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Minnipa & Districts Swimming Pool  
Category 44:  Community Project 
Result:  Gold Winner - South Australia 
  Gold Winner - National  
  
The town of Minnipa in country South Australia loves its swimming 
pool it is a vital part of it’s community infrastructure. Having 
successfully applied for funding from a variety of sources the pool 
was able to be substantially upgraded to ensure the sustainability 
of this loved pool
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